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Abstract— A wind turbine is essentially a converter of wind energy into electrical energy. This energy conversion is based on 

the principle of having the wind drive a rotor, thereby transferring wind power to the electrical generator. The main impartial 

of the present work is to talk the problem of long‐term reliability and the modes of failure of gearboxes used in wind 

(energy‐harvesting) turbines. The present work demonstrates the use of Ansys workbench for Von-Mises stress and Natural 

Frequency analysis for gears with different material grades like C35, C40, and C50 & C55 and compare the result with C45, 

which is presently used for manufacturing the gears. Gear failure is one of the major problems in a wind turbine gearbox, it 

include tooth profile error, uniform wear of gear tooth surface, broken teeth etc. The gear failures in a gearbox may be 

improved by changing the material grade. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 WIND TURBINES  

A wind turbine is a device that converts kinetic energy from the wind into electrical power .A wind turbine used for 

charging batteries may be referred to as a wind charger. The result of over a millennium of windmill development 

and modern engineering, today's wind turbines are manufactured in a wide range of vertical and horizontal axis 

types. The smallest turbines are used for applications such as battery charging for auxiliary power for boats or 

caravans or to power traffic warning signs. Slightly larger turbines can be used for making small contributions to a 

domestic power supply while selling unused power back to the utility supplier via the electrical grid. Arrays of large 

turbines, known as wind farms, are becoming an increasingly important source of renewable energy and are used by 

many countries as part of a strategy to reduce their reliance on fossil fuels. 

 

1.2 TYPES WIND TURBINE  

 
Fig 1.1 Types of wind turbine 

1.2.1. HORIZONTAL AXIS 

Horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWT) have the main rotor shaft and electrical generator at the top of a tower, and 

must be pointed into the wind. Small turbines are pointed by a simple wind vane, while large turbines generally use 
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a wind sensor coupled with a servo motor. Most have a gearbox, which turns the slow rotation of the blades into a 

quicker rotation that is more suitable to drive an electrical generator. 

1.2.2. VERTICAL AXIS 

Vertical-axis wind turbines (or  VAWTs) have the main rotor shaft arranged vertically. One advantage of this 

arrangement is that the turbine does not need to be pointed into the wind to be effective, which is an advantage on a 

site where the wind direction is highly variable. It is also an advantage when the turbine is integrated into a building 

because it is inherently less steerable. Also, the generator and gearbox can be placed near the ground, using a direct 

drive from the rotor assembly to the ground-based gearbox, improving accessibility for maintenance. 

. 

1.3 FAULT S OCCURS IN GEAR BOX 

Gear box with complex structures is the component which faulty occurs easily. The gear box of Wind turbines is 

mainly made up of shaft, gear and bearing, Main failures mainly have three categories consisting of gear, shaft and 

bearing faults, and different fault features appear different vibration signal characteristics. Gear faults mainly 

include tooth profile error, uniform wear of gear tooth surface, broken teeth, etc. At present C45 is used for 

manufacturing the gears in wind turbine. Vestas27 is referred in this paper. Wind turbines are expected to operate, 

with only regular maintenance, for at least twenty years. However, some key wind‐turbine components (especially 

the gearbox) tend to wear down, malfunction and fail in a significantly shorter time, often three to five years after 

installation, causing an increase in the wind‐energy cost and in the cost of ownership of the wind   turbine To 

overcome this problem, a significant increase in long‐term gearbox reliability needs to be achievedAn easy way to 

comply with IJRASET paper formatting requirements is to use this document as a template and simply type your 

text into it. 

II.  METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 ANALYSIS PROCEDURE 

The design of wind turbine gear, on which PRO-E software is used for deign of solid model of the turbine gear with 

the help of the spline and extrude options. The methodology followed in this project is as follows: 

� The detailed study of the gas turbine for its operating conditions. 

 

� Obtaining 2D drawings and loading conditions from design specifications. 

 

� Obtaining boundary conditions required for analysis. 

 

� Creating of 3D Pro/E model using Pro/E-Wildfire 5.0 

 

� Preparation 3D FEA model using Ansys 12.0 

 

� The above FEA model get analyzed in Ansys 12.0 

 

A comparison between the results obtained based on existing material and the results obtained from the ANSYS 

12.0.work bench has been carried out. 

2.2 METHODLOGY FLOW DIAGRAM                                                          

  

Fig 2.2.1 Methodology Flow Diagram 
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III. MODELLING AND ANALYSIS OF GEARS 
 

The helical gears inside the wind turbine gear box are drawn by the PRO- E software. The low speed gear and 

intermediate gears are drawn by the software. They get meshed with each other and at the shaft of the low speed 

gear load of 19620 N is acted on it. By having this load the stress is acting the gears for the five grades of steels like 

C35, C40, C45, C50 and C55. The existing material grade of steel used for the design of gears is the C45. 

 

3.1 MODELLING OF GEARS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.3.1 Modelling of Gears 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2 NATURAL FREQUENCY FOR C45 & C55 STEEL 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

V. GEARS WITH SHAFT 

Description Range C35 C40 C45 C50 C55 

Von-Mises Stress in MPa. 
Max. 1.63796 1.6576 1.6677 1.6729 1.85902 

Min. 0 0 0 0 0 
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Gears Without Shaft 

Von-Mises Stress in MPa. 
Max. 0.72154 0.72244 0.73227 0.73716 0.74263 

Min. 0 0 0 0 0 

Gears With Shaft 

Natural Frequency in Hz. 
Max. 1983.5 2290 2470 3139.8 3256 

Min. 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Table 4.1 Von-Mises Stress and Natural Frequency of Gears 

 

In this paper especially the Von –Mises stress and Natural Frequency shows best results for steel GradeC55. Finally 

we have concluded that the steel GradeC55 is better than steel GradeC45. 

 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this analysis work, Pro- E software used for designing and modeling of gears and analysis is carried out by Ansys 

workbench software. From the stress analysis the maximum stress is observed to the region of gears and the stress 

analysis is compared with other steel grades of C35, C40, C50, and C55 from the existing material C45.Thus while 

comparing with the C45 with C35, C40, C50 and C55. The steel GradeC55 has the better results in the Von-Mises 

stress calculation while load applied to the wind blade. The comparing these four steel grades the C55 steel has the 

greater Von-Mises stress and Natural Frequency. 

 

The maximum Von-Mises stress for the gears with shaft is 1.63796Mpa for C35, 1.6576 MPa for C40, 1.6677Mpa 

for C45, 1.6729Mpa for C50 and 1.85902Mpa for C55  

The maximum Von-Mises stress for the gears without shaft is 0.721539Mpa for C35, 0.72244Mpa for C40, 

0.73227Mpa for C45, 0.73716 MPa for C50, 0.742628Mpa for C55.  

The maximum Natural Frequency for C45 is 2470.4 9Hz and for C35 is 1983.57 Hz, C40 is 2290Hz for C50 is 

3139.8Hz and C55 is 3526 Hz 

By comparing the above three conditions the steel GradeC55 is more efficient than C45 which is used for the 

manufacturing of the gears. The steel grade C55 plays a major role while comparing with other steel grades. Thus 

the steel Grade C55 is efficient when compared to C45. 
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